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Via Skype.
Abstract: As a philosopher of music, I am

intrigued by the concept of musical taste
– also as it applies to metal music, much of which I happen to appreciate and actually
enjoy. It is indisputable, however, that regarded as a broad musical genre, metal
consistently ranks as among the very few types of music that most people, well, hate. A
taste for metal is frequently treated as inexplicable. From a sociological perspective, these
facts have been explained as a response to the music that arises
from a judgment about its (perceived) audience. However, it is
equally likely that metal fans endorse the music because they
desire social distinction. It is also significant that metal fans
recognize distinctions within metal, and these operate to signal
taste alignments that function much like the social process that
holds more generally between metal fans and non-metal fans. As
such, it appears that metal fans (as opposed to casual listeners)
are required to develop specific, distinctive, and highly refined
musical tastes. The goal of this talk is to distinguish between
distinctive tastes and aberrant taste, supporting the position that a taste for metal is not
inexplicable as a development of musical taste.

All are welcome – also via Skype

